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New Junior collections 2018
This year again when it comes to decoration, Juniors - from
babies to toddlers and teenagers - keep up with adults and
with trends and in style thanks to the exclusive creations of
Maisons du Monde's designers. Vintage, romantic, industrial or
tropical…, each offering its own inspiring universe for the design
of a room, which is both a haven and a true reflection of their
personality. So, let imagination and reverie loose, for a soft, fun,
happy, sparkling or... mischievous ambiance!
This year, the designers focused particularly on making our
little ones' nights gentle and peaceful, through the creation of a
number of cabin beds such as the "Caravan" or the "Wild" bed
and the scalable bed "Céleste". This combined baby bed can be
converted into a dresser, a book shelf or a big bed - designed to
last a long time!
The different pages of the 2018 Junior catalogue contain everything
for the child to come into his own, experience magical moments
full of adventures and games and build precious childhood
memories...

Since several years, Maisons du Monde is making a
difference to children's world by offering products that are
long-lasting and by supporting child protection associations.

For this new edition, Maisons du Monde has developed a
partnership with the association "Toutes à l’école" (education
for girls) created in 2005 by Tina Kieffer and whose mission is to
provide high-level education for underprivileged girls in Cambodia.
The Happy Chandara school is located only 4 hours away by
road from our main production workshop, close to the border
between Vietnam and Cambodia. Maisons du Monde supports
this programme through sharing products. For the purchase of a
desk from a specific range of eleven, €3 or €5 are donated for the
education of young girls in Cambodia.
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